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“Europe, together with its international partners, should investigate the technical and 
financial feasibility of a future hadron collider at CERN with a centre-of-mass energy 
of at least 100 TeVand with an electron-positron Higgs and electroweak factory as a 
possible first stage. Such a feasibility study of the colliders and related infrastructure 
should be established as a global endeavour and be completed on the timescale of 
the next Strategy update.”

Our marching orders:

Every word and character counts: feasibility of the colliders (ee and hh) and related infrastructure.
-- confirmed in meeting with DG on 14 July.
-- FCC is the highest priority for Europe and its international partners  reach out!
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Reaching out – work to do!
The DG is working very hard (at her level) to engage CERN’s international partners

On our side we need to do the bottom up part of the job in the experimental community
a.k.a. ‘the users’ 

-- web site 
-- software framework, software  
-- simulation, reconstruction and analysis tools
-- integrate contributors from all CERN member states and beyond
-- establish detector requirements
-- understand what detector R&D should be undertaken
-- help generate proto collaborations which could produce LOIs by next strategy. 
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FCC-ee web site
Sleeping beauty 
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Building the software – common effort with other projects

welcome new participants!

+ FCCSW group meetings  -- Many achievements! 
integration of algorithms (primary, secondary tertiary vertices, tracking) 
FCC-ee backgrounds from MDI group and much more….

Coming up: extrapolation algorithm, geometry, tutorial (also in the Snowmass context)
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Physics Performance group & conveners

The FCC-ee PE&D SG approved a proposal for a Physics Performance group. 

Patrizia Azzi and Emmanuel Perez have agreed to serve as coordinators -- WELCOME! 

operation (see next slide)
1. Physics working groups (conveners)  establish list of BENCHMARK MEASUREMENTS  

-- each can correspond to several case studies
-- group case studies from different measurements for efficiency/consistency
-- will start with the Z (as in the run plan) 

2. Case study teams establish DETECTOR REQUIREMENTS for optimizing measurement, 
and in particular matching exp. systematics with the expected statistical precision.  

-- one team already started: c vs b/g jets in Higgs (and Z) decays

3. This requires simulations of detector setup  (fast sim or full sim as appropriate) 
with help/guidance from detector experts
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A first selection of Benchmark studies (mostly experimental, some theory) 
has already been prepared.
A list of abstracts is here: 
https://www.overleaf.com/read/dyjpdszrqxhz
it will be regularly updated

This was also submitted to the SNOWMASS
process. https://snowmass21.org/ as LOI

If you are interested in contributing this is a 
great way to start. 

Now need to write up these as individual LOIs
(or some grouping) by the end of August

tera Z   

WW

H fact

eeH

top

theory

https://www.overleaf.com/read/dyjpdszrqxhz
https://snowmass21.org/
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This table presents the statistical errors
for EWPOs, as given by the run plan. 
It represents the real potential of FCC-ee

Systematics are ‘just a start’
and next challenge will be to 
-- design detectors and analysis
and 
--improve calculations/simulations 

so that systematics  statistics

One common mistake in all the 
previous studies was to underestimate …. 
the ability of a real group of  collaborators
to exploit real data to reduce systematics
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A. Freitas, J. Gluza
S. Heinemeyer

ex: tau physics, Long Lived Particles, (+FCC-hh)

self-nominations as group member
or convener are most welcome. 
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National FCC-groups

Progress continuing:  
-- FRANCE  and ITALY:  are well established already. Contact (G. Bernardi, R. Aleksan)(F. Bedeschi)
-- UK: lots of progress. Contacts in all HEP groups and at the two STFC lab sites (RAL and DL).

First meeting in September. (Christos Leonidopoulos Guy Wilkinson) 
-- Poland: (T. Lesiak) planning FCC information day at Epiphany conference in January.  
-- Spain: starting within a national ‘future colliders’ structure (Juan Alcaraz) 
-- CH well in the road map, CHARD for accelerator (e+ source) 
discussions on towards effort FCC funding. CH unambiguously supported FCC-INT project. 
-- Begium and Netherlands (just starting, contact Freya Blekman) 
-- Contacts with Germany, USA, Austria, Estonia etc..  have been initiated – to be followed.

more? 

If you are interested contact the above or let us know!
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FCC-IS kick-off meeting and 4th Physics workshop
9-13 November https://indico.cern.ch/event/932973/

You can register already and let us know if you wish to present something

https://indico.cern.ch/event/932973/


Overall Program 

Physics dinner

FCC-IS kick-off meeting and 4th Physics workshop



Experiments and detectors
Program Advisory Committee

name institute sent answ Y/N
Greg Bernardi FCC-IN2P3 Y Y
Aleksan FCC-CEA Y Y
Rainer Wallny CHIPP Y Y
Franco Bedeschi FCC-INFN Y Y
Christos Leonidopoulos FCC-UK Y Y
Tadeusz Lesiak FCC-PL Y Y
Beate Heinemann DESY Y Y
Felix Sefkow AIDA Y Y
Paolo Giacomelli AIDA Y Y
Christian Joram CERN-EP Y Y
Jorgen D'Hondt ECFA Y Y
Joel Butler DPF + Fermilab Y Y
Young Kee Kim DPF, Chicago Y Y
Sarah Eno Maryland Y Y
Dmitri Denisov Brookhaven Y Y
Maria Chamizo BNL Y Y
Frank Simon Munich MPI Y Y
Yuriy Tikhonov BINP Y
Jochen Schieck Vienna Y Y

Paula Eerola Helsinki Y Y
David Milstead Stockholm Y Y
Richard Brenner Uppsala Y
Farid Ould-Sada Oslo Y
Anna Lipniacka Bergen Y Y
Jorge Fernandez de Troconiz Spain Y
Mario Kadastik Estonia Y
Stan Bentvelsen NIKHEF Y
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We are now in consultation with ECFA



Exp + Detectors Parallel session conveners

MDI EPOL and Monochromatization : Bacchetta, Boscolo, Faus, Wenninger
PID :  Guy Wilkinson, Stéphane Monteil 
Luminosity :  Mogens Dam 
Calorimeters : Franco Bedeschi, Martin Aleksa (will find CALICE person) 
Vertex detector : Paula Collins (TBC), Auguste Besson
Tracker : Franco Grancagnolo + Need another convener (seeking proposal) 
TDAQ Online Processing Christos Leonidopoulos + Need another convener (seeking proposal) 

Of course structure is ‘detector-based’, rather than ‘technology-based’

They will be happy to be contacted.
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SUMMARY

With all its careful writing the strategy gives CERN and its international partners
an unambiguous mandate:

Financial and technical feasibility study of the FCC colliders and infrastructure. 

Software, Web, Physics performance group…   will be growing in the next months
to provide tools to trigger newcomers to contribute, and establish the FCC physics
case and detector requirements (and check they work). CERN will lead the way,  
Physics groups to  restart. 

National groups are steadily being formed and seeking their own visibility/resources. 
See the given contacts to contribute. 

Mark the 4th Physics workshop in your calendars

Time to go into high gear! 


